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Single Molecule Spectroscopy
The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2014 was awarded jointly to Eric Betzig, 
Stefan W. Hell and William E. Moerner "for the development of super-
resolved fluorescence microscopy".
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http://www.k2.phys.waseda.ac.jp/Movies.html
Moves       clockwise        if ATP synthesized
Moves counter-clockwise if ATP being used

http://www.k2.phys.waseda.ac.jp/Movies.html
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Interaction

Excitation
of molecule

∆Emolecule = hν

Only half the story

Disapearance
of photon

∆Elight = -hν

∆Euniverse = 0 at
every instant!!!

En
er

gy
 

State 1
ground state
molecule + photon

State 2
excited state
molecule and NO photon

Resonance:  What we call “happening” is the world moving 
between states in  RESONANCE.  i.e.,  two states of the
UNIVERSE obeying the FIRST LAW

FRET (not really )
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London dispersion
force (the very same
force that holds liquid
nitrogen together.



Shimon Weiss  http://laxmi.crump.ucla.edu:8248/weiss/class033.pdf 8

should be green

NO FRET FRET 

Fluorescence 
from Donor (D)
is quenched
when D and A 
are close.



• G-Protein-Coupled receptors have emerged over the last 20 years as a MAJOR 
biological signaling motif--constituting perhaps 10% of the human genome, 
and the target of 60% of commercial drug research .

• Examples:
• Receptor Mediates Drug/Hormone (ligand)

Adrenergic hypertension beta blockers/adrenaline
Cannabinoid lots of things marijuana
………… dozens more

Rhodopsin        vision retinal Schiff base + light
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Optical Rotary Dispersion (ORD) and Circular Dichrorism (CD) of Nulcleic Acids

Very useful when biopolymers absorb light strongly and have chirality
A chiral molecule is a type of molecule that has a non-superimposable mirror image.
A chiral molecule will rotate the plane of LINEARLY polarized light.

Every photon of 
linearly polarized light
shakes electrons back
and forth in same 
direction.

Photons of 
unpolarized light

have random polarization
directions.

The polarization of 
circularly polarized light
photons depends on time
and position in a 
sinusoidal manner.
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Circular Dichroism

CD signal = εLeft - εRight

i.e., the difference of UV  absorbance using left and right
CIRCULARLY polarized light.

What is CIRCULARLY  polarized light?

With LINEARLY polarized light
the electric field shake electrons
back and forth in straight line.

CIRCULARLY polarized
light the field continually 
direction rotates in a circle
Electrons move around in a
small circle
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Brewster's angle - Wikipedia

Suppose you are in a store to buy polaroid sunglasses:
How to check whether sun glasses are polaroid or not

Brewster’s Angle = ~55o

Rotate the glasses
while view a relection
off the floor at about
50 degree angle.

The reflected light is
almost ALL 
HORIZONTALLY
POLARIZED,
which does not 
pass through the
sunglasses in the
normal orientation

Any shiny surface 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brewster's_angle
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ORD

CIRCULAR DICHROISM
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3 forms of DNA easily distinguished with CDRNA and DNA easily distinguished 
with CD
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